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ABSTRACT 

SAGUARO is open-source software developed to simplify data assimilation, analysis, and visualization by providing a 
single framework for disparate data sources from raw hardware measurements to optical simulation output. Developed 
with a user-friendly graphical interface in the MATLABTM environment, SAGUARO is intended to be easy for the end-
user in search of useful optical information as well as the developer wanting to add new modules and functionalities. We 
present here the flexibility of the SAGUARO software and discuss how it can be applied to the wider optical engineering 
community. 
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1. Motivation 
Optical engineering frequently involves generating, comparing, and making sense of data from several sources. One 
fragment of code might read in raw hardware data. Another might perform some data conversion or processing. A third 
fragment might be used to generate a standard display for a report. Frequently, multiple pieces of software or 
calculations are involved, each with its own native set of units, sign conventions, and other details that must be 
considered. Often the fragments of code were originally written by people who are no longer with the organization. 
Sometimes just combining two pieces of existing code to do a simple calculation or generate a figure for a presentation 
can be an exercise in frustration if the code is not well documented and assumptions are buried in the details of the code. 
 
Facing the need to simplify and organize software within the Large Optics Fabrication and Testing (LOFT) group at the 
University of Arizona, SAGUARO1-3 (Software Analysis Graphical-user-interface from University of Arizona for 
Research in Optics) was developed and is available to the public as non-profit freeware at: 
 

http://www.loft.optics.arizona.edu/saguaro/ 
 
In this article we briefly introduce SAGUARO in section 2, describing the core framework. Sections 3 and 4 contain 
examples demonstrating optical surface quality analysis and working with finite element analysis data. 
 

2. SAGUARO 
The goals of SAGUARO are: 
 

• Simplify common data analysis and visualization tasks within the optical engineering community 
• Create a flexible framework that can easily be extended to meet changing needs 
• Facilitate optical engineering community involvement in developing interoperability 
• Develop an intuitive user interface that is useful to both technicians as well as optical scientists and engineers 

 
SAGUARO is built on the concept of modularization and has nearly 30 standard modules such as Zernike fitting, spatial 
frequency filtering and plotting routines3. Developed with a graphical interface in the MATLABTM environment4, the 
SAGUARO kernel connects the modules into a cohesive program. 

                                                           
* Correspondence should be addressed to the SAGUARO team email address: SAGUARO@optics.arizona.edu 
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2.1. Organization 
The SAGUARO release package is a simple directory structure that can be placed anywhere on a computer. In the base 
directory, the SAGUARO.m and SAGUARO.cmd scripts start the SAGUARO program from within MATLABTM or the 
WindowsTM environment†. 
 
The remainder of SAGUARO is organized into the directories described in Table 1. 
 

Directory Description 
Kernel The set of routines which combines SAGUARO code into a functioning program 

are contained in this directory. Many files in this directory are MATLABTM 
protected to avoid fragmentation of SAGUARO core functionality. 

StandardModules Modules in this directory come standard with the SAGUARO release and contain 
all scientific processing. They are open-source accessible for review and editing as 
needed. 

UserModules Location for user-generated modules. By placing your scripts here, upgrading will 
be easier since all custom routines can be copied to the new installation location. 

Data Although SAGUARO can load data from anywhere, this directory is the default 
location for storing/retrieving data sets. It contains a few sample data sets. 

Templates Example data sets and modules are located in this directory. Developers with 
MATLABTM scripts they wish to incorporate into SAGUARO should consult this 
directory for examples and templates demonstrating how SAGUARO functions. 

Documentation Supplementing online video tutorials, this directory provides documents such as a 
“Quick Start Guide”, details about data types, and a description of version 
changes. 

Table 1: SAGUARO directories and description of folder contents 
 

2.2. Standard Data Types 
Data in SAGUARO is stored in data sets, each of which corresponds to one of the seven data types described in Table 2. 
These are built around common optical engineering data types. 
 

Data type File extension Data format Description 
Map .map 2D matrix [a × b] Data that exists as a matrix and models a surface, such 

as an OPD map 
Mask .mask 2D matrix [a × b] Matrix of 1s and NaNs describing regions of interest 
Frequency 
Map 

.freqmap 2D matrix [a × b] Frequency components of Map data (e.g. Fourier 
transform of a map) 

Zernike 
Coefficients 

.zernike 2D matrix [a × 3] 1st column: Zernike coefficient, 2nd column: n, 3rd 
column: m (where Zm

n) 
Layer Map .layermap 3D matrix [a × b × c] A series of map data types 
Coordinates .coordinates 2D matrix [a × b] Each column may represent any list of data (e.g. 1st 

column: x, 2nd column: y, 3rd column: z) 
General .general arbitrary Arbitrary user-defined data type 

Table 2: SAGUARO data type information including file extension, data format, and brief description 
 
Additional information about the data types can be found in the documentation that is provided with the SAGUARO 
release1. 
 

                                                           
† Although SAGUARO can be started directly from within WindowsTM using the command script, MATLABTM is still required to be 
installed. 
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Most data types require units specified by the user. Conversion between many common optical engineering units is 
accomplished with the ‘UnitConvert’ module, which only offers units that are logically related. For example, heights in a 
data set specified in inches can be converted to many other length units such as angstroms, meters feet or miles but not 
milliwatts or hertz. 
 

2.3. Documentation 
SAGUARO comes with several sources of documentation including a “Quick Start Guide” which describes the 
installation process and provides a walk-through example. Basic help for each module is accessed through the “Module 
Help” button on the Graphical User Interface (GUI). Detailed examples of data types and module construction are 
available for module developers in the “Templates” directory. 
 
Additionally, we have a section on our webpage called “SAGUARO 101” which contains video tutorials on how to use 
SAGUARO. We also have a forum called the “SAGUARO Garden” where people can ask questions, interact, and share 
modules: 
 

http://www.loft.optics.arizona.edu/saguaro/saguaro-101/ 
http://www.loft.optics.arizona.edu/saguaro/saguaro-garden/ 

 
 

3. Example – Analyzing Optical Surface Quality 
To illustrate the potential for SAGUARO to speed up optical engineering applications, a common example from the 
Large Optics Fabrication and Test group is provided. The scenario is the polishing of a large mirror through an iterative 
process. After polishing for a length of time, the optic will be measured and evaluated to determine how to fine-tune the 
motions of the polishing machine in order to improve the surface figure in the next iteration of polishing. Because this 
sequence is often repeated several times, many of the SAGUARO features discussed in this section can be stored as a 
macro. Macros enable sequences of modules to be run in a pre-determined sequence and use the last-entered module 
parameters as default values to help speed repetitive tasks. The entire example can be run in less than 1 minute. 
 

3.1. Import Surface Data from Interferometer 
During a polishing run, an interferometer is used to acquire a surface image of the optic being manufactured in order to 
measure progress. Some simple analysis can be done using the commercial software provided with the interferometer, 
but the capabilities of the software are often insufficient for a specific task and because the software is frequently 
proprietary, it cannot be easily modified. After a basic review of the data using the commercial software, the surface 
information is exported to a text file. 
 
Upon starting SAGUARO, we click to load a new data set and select the text file. We get a warning that the data is not a 
standard SAGUARO data type and the surface map is added to SAGUARO as a “general” data type. This is a typical 
operation when loading raw data. 
 
One module available for general data types is GenDataConvert. Reviewing the module help shows that this module will 
allow us to transform from the general data type to something more suitable. In this case a “map” data type best reflects 
the type of information we have. 
 
Executing the module brings up several dialog boxes asking about the data type to convert to (map), the dimensions of 
the data (1m diameter with height in µm), and which data values should be considered as background values. These 
values are parameters of our measurement and how it should be processed. After entering these parameters, the header 
and preview areas (illustrated in Figure 1) show successful conversion to a map data type. 
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At this point, the original coordinates data has been converted into the map data type. The preview shows the expected 
behavior of a round optic, with a large value in the center and the three-fold symmetry from the three mounting points 
clearly visible. Now that the data is in the map data type, all the modules available for that type are at our disposal. 
 
Moving between data types is fairly common, especially when importing raw data. Several modules in SAGUARO such 
as the “Coordinates2Map” and “Zernike2Map” modules are available for switching between data types. This example 
was based on the concept of irregularly spaced finite element analysis data, and with a few clicks it was converted to a 
regular grid of data which is more suited to complicated processing routines. 
 

5. Resources 
Additional resources can be found on the SAGUARO website1 including links to the latest version of the code, a forum 
where users can share modules, and documentation about SAGUARO including short video tutorials about getting 
started with SAGUARO and developing modules for SAGUARO. Email sent to the contact author of this article will be 
answered by the SAGUARO development team. 
 

6. Conclusion 
SAGUARO, presented by the LOFT group at the University of Arizona, is designed to simplify optical engineering tasks 
by providing a user-friendly yet flexible platform that permits easy interoperability between code modules. SAGUARO 
is intended to help the optics community deal with the headaches that come from maintaining code and to make software 
more manageable.  
 
In this article, we showed how SAGUARO can streamline data analysis and processing typical of the needs of the optics 
community. An overview of the core framework showed the simple file structure which helps organize data, and the base 
SAGUARO data types that reflect common optical engineering applications. Documentation in several forms is also 
available to make SAGUARO easy to use and to assist with development of modules. Examples for processing raw 
surface data and basic finite element analysis results were provided. Both examples can convert raw data to useful 
analysis results in less than a minute. 
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